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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I heard in one of Jim Green’s talk that he came to NASA HQ 9 years ago with the goal to get an Europa mission.  Congratulations to Jim and many others in their skill persistency in achieving this great feat in such difficult economic environment.I too pursuit a comet coma sample return mission for 13 years that resulted in Stardust, a rare space mission that was on time, under budget and very successful.  



STARDUST Payload 

Sample Instrument   

•Sample Capture Instrument 

In Situ Instruments  
•Voyager Wide Angel Camera  
•Mass Spectrometer 
•Dust Flux Monitor 
•Dust Shield Microphone 
•Spacecraft Attitude Control System 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some background, from Stardust mission, we carried 1 sample instrument and 3 in situ instruments: For low cost, I first searched the JPL flight warehouse.  The last of 9 of the flight qualified Voyager wide angle camera,  Dust Flux Monitor flew on Cassini, Comet Interstellar Dust Analyzer contributed and derived from PIA, PUMA.  The dust flux and mass spec were to provide the sample context.  The camera worked well except for the color filters.  Stardust made me very superstitious – had the filter got stuck one more step we would not be able to find the comet nor get any images of Wild 2. All you have heard from Stardust are from the sample results.  The mass spec nor dust flux didn’t provide any dependable context to the samples.  I’ve learned from Stardust unlike samples, situ instruments is not repeatable, modified able, not traceable.  But samples can’t capture all that we need.   



2 OBSERVATIONS 
• Returning Samples is Essential to Finding & 
Confirming Life  
• A Proven Plume allows a low-cost flyby 
sample return 
2 REQUESTS 
•How to add Enceladus Sample Return  to the 
Decadal List 
•Formulate a NASA group to work with 
JAXA/ISAS’ Working Group on PP/design issues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based upon my 25 years with Stardust, I come to OPAG withSubmit to OPAG 2 observations and 2 requests.
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Many compounds share the 
exact mass of glycine. 
These can be separated by 
selective chemistry 
(“derivatization”). 

 
•Stardust found glycine (m/z 75), 
confirming it being cometary took 3 yrs  
•Advance Proton Source, Mega SIMS – 
too big to fly 
•Terrestrial instruments > decade 
advanced than flight instruments 
•Consensus of analysts and labs 
•Modification of analysis procedures 
•Experimentation on samples 
•Available to new instruments, new 
analysts 

 

Returning Samples - Essential to Finding & 
Confirming Life 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having samples a large group of scientists can study them and reach a consensus on. Irregardless of the state of development of any flight instrument, the terrestrial equivalent instrument will have much higher performance since it is subject to tweaking and adjustments by engineers. Given an Icy Body has a plume, unique opportunity of flyby sample return is possible.  A flyby sample is much less costly even from the outer planets.  The silver bullet of flagship mission can be applied to other missions.  The first observation is that bringing samples in terrestrial laboratories is essential in finding life and confirming life in icy worlds.  STARDUST first discovered glycine in comet Wild 2 samples.  That could not be determined by in situ mass spectrometry for there are more than a dozen organic species with mass 75 as for glycine.  It took the Goddard team 3 years to device new procedures to make sure the glycine was in fact cometary.  Space instrument can’t be modified as on laboratories.For those Icy Worlds that has a plume, an unique opportunity offers us to ascertain the state of biomarkers and state of life. Once samples are return and distributed to sophisticated instruments in terrestrial laboratories, always at least a decade ahead of flight instruments.These determinations can be made by a census among qualified analysts.  Again due to the plume, this mission can be achieved with low cost flyby sample return



 
A Plume allows low-cost flyby sample 
return 
 
 • Fresh samples 

• Locating samples unnecessary 
• No landing required 
• Proven flyby sample return technology: 
Stardust and  Hayabusa I 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flagship level science can be realized without a flagship cost, saving the silver buelett for other missions.The plume hands the free and fresh samples of what we want.The plume is a pathfinder to the sample location.  The plume also brings the fresh sample to high altitude to allow capturing without having to land and drill for the samples.Two successful robotic sample return by Stardust and Hayabusa I obviate the need to develop new robotic sample return technologies.



Include in the Decadal List 
• LIFE should be a focused Discovery Mission 
like Stardust  
• Without a RPS, LIFE needs a New Frontiers 
• Enceladus Sample Return is not in the Current 
Decadal 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We like a focused mission in a Discovery as STARDUST.   In one of the Jim Green’s Talk, Enceladus comes just after the Europa Mission.The Europa Workshop pointed out the importance of a plume.  Enceladus has a proven plume for about 300 years.  Being a small moon, it can’t continue this without limit.  It is important to capture this low hanging fruit and address the question, ARE WE ALONE!McKay paper declaring that Enceladus is inhabitable but is it inhabited?



Establish a NASA/Japan Study  
• JAXA/ISAS  

•Working Group formed in 2013 
•Planetary Protection Issues  • JAMSTEC 
•Sample capturing 
•Sample handling, BSL4 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We like a focused mission in a Discovery as STARDUST.   In one of the Jim Green’s Talk, Enceladus comes just after the Europa Mission.The Europa Workshop pointed out the importance of a plume.  Enceladus has a proven plume for about 300 years.  Being a small moon, it can’t continue this without limit.  It is important to capture this low hanging fruit and address the question, ARE WE ALONE!McKay paper declaring that Enceladus is inhabitable but is it inhabited?



Enceladus Flyby Sample Return 
Needs New Trajectory 

•  Previous studies by direct Enceladus flyby  
• Long mission duration, > 18 years 
• High encounter speeds, > 10 km/s 
• Cost > $1B 

•  New Trajectory – Saturn Orbit Insertion 
• Pump down to Enceladus via Titan 
• Shorter mission duration, 13.5 years 
• Low Encounter speeds 4 to 2 km/s 
• Multiple flybys 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based upon the GFSC and JPL study, Encleadus sample return was not feasible in a flyby trajectoryToo long a mission durationToo high a 



Needs cost reduction 
 Foreign Contributions 
• NASA – Senior Partner  

•Project Management 
•Mission Operations 
•Spacecraft 
•Launch Vehicle • Japan 
•Integrated Sample Subsystem 
• Operations Support • Switzerland 
• Mass Spectrometer • Other Contributions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An out of the box and win win solution to combine two space agencies that have successfully performed robotic sample return missions _Stardust and Hayabusa 



Case : LIFE-Enceladus Sample Return 
via 2014 Discovery  

Team 
JPL - Project Management 
Ball Aerospace - Spacecraft 
JAXA/ISAS - sample capsule subsystem 
JPL with JAXA/ISAS - operations 
JAMSTEC - Sample Processing, BSL4 facility   
 In Situ (MS) and Samplings (plume, E ring) 
2 GFE ASRGs for electrical power source  
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to flush out the feasibility of a low cost flyby Enceladus Sample Return mission concept, the LIFE team was formulated and worked through JPL Discovery Selection Gate for a 2014 Discover mission.  Enceladus sample return science was at flagship level.  The greatest doubt is being able to fit in a Discovery cost cap.  



Sample Return System 
(Hayabusa Heritage) Debris Shield 

Dual-mode Bi-Prop 

ROSINA-Heritage  Mass 
Spec 

Ka-Band HGA 

Nav Camera Parameter Value             Margin 

Dry Mass  667 kg              17% 

Wet Mass 1682 kg             36% 

Power (EOL) 220 W            62-34% 

Falcon 9 V1.1 2290 kg             36% 

Ka Band 75W 42 kb/s            3.9 dB 

Major Component FY15 CBE 

LIFE NASA Cost $513M 

Contributions 

Integrated Sampling Subsystem (JAXA/ISAS)  
Sample De-integration Facility (JAMSTEC) Flight 
Operations Support (JAXA/ISAS) 

$100M 
  $50M 
  $50M 

Mass Spectrometer (UoBern)   $30M   

Total $743M 

Titan Orbit 

Enceladus Orbit 

Saturn Orbit Insertion 
Enceladus Flyby 

MMRTG 

LIFE Fact Sheet 



LIFE Findings 
• Trajectory Innovation for low cost flyby 
Enceladus 
• Sample Return Technology - NASA JAXA 
• Mutual beneficial joint LIFE effort with Japan 
• Can Fit a Discovery with Contributions/GFEs 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The findings 



Challenges 
•  Multigenerational Mission Duration – Phased PI 
 
   
 

•  Cost realism – International Cooperation  
•  Backward PP Requirements – Hayabusa II  
 
•  Integrated Sample Handling/Return Subsystem  
•  Sample Earth Contamination Protection 
•  RPS Availability 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIFE could return valuable sample at low cost but it has many challenges: 
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